What exactly is BTP?
The Beyond Tolerance Project is students who offer peer-led, interactive workshops to educate other students on issues of identity, oppression, privilege, and inclusion. Workshops push and challenge us as students to deepen our dialogue and to confront issues of inequality on Mount Holyoke’s campus and beyond.

what past participants have said about btp...
"excellent job facilitating! Very professional."
"This btp workshop further strengthened my bonds with fellow students"
"Thank You!!! Great work."
"The open and safe space created comfortable dialogue"

Who is BTP?
We are a multiracial group of trained student facilitators, also representative of many other diverse identities. Spring ’09 we came together to form the Beyond Tolerance Project to create a safe space in which students could learn from each other about social justice issues. BTP could include you next year, we hope you will join us.

To learn more, to attend one of our workshops, or to schedule one for your team, org, class, floor, or social group be in touch ...

you can contact us at btproject-l@mtholyoke.edu